A theorem of E. Cartan and J. Dieudonne asserts that any orthogonal transformation is the product of at most n symmetries (n = dimension of vector space), and there exist orthogonal transformations which can not be expressed using less than n symmetries. If instead of symmetries we use any kind of involutions, how many do we need? Since the product of symmetries relative to orthogonal hyperplane s is an involution, our problem in connection with Cartan-Dieudonne theorem is to choose carefully the symmetries so that their product is decomposed in a minimum number of involutions.
2. From now on we always assume that the bilinear form (x, y) has index 0; this means that (x, x) =0 if and only if x = 0. Then the restriction of (x,y) to any subspace N # 0 is non-degenerate.
If T is an orthogonal transformation of M, not necessarily an involution, we still define the plus-and minus-spaces as M ={x | xT=x} and M" = { X | XT = -x} . When we want to specify that these are the plus-and minus-spaces of (b) Conversely, if xTS =x and xT i x then the symmetry S must be the symmetry relative to a hyperpiane orthogonal to. x-xT, and if xT = x S must be a symmetry relative to a hyperpiane containing x. If xTS=-x, then, when x+xT ^0, S is the symmetry relative to the hyperpiane orthogonal to x+xT and, when x+xT = 0, S must be a symmetry relative to any hyperpiane containing x. 
